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Scaling automation across uni�ed endpoint management and security (UEM+S) enhances autonomous workspaces

BARCELONA, Spain--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- VMware Explore 2023 — Streamlining IT processes is not just a cost-

saving strategy – it’s a necessity for organizations to remain competitive, secure, and adaptable in today’s hybrid

work landscape. Today, VMware, Inc. (NYSE: VMW) announced advanced automation capabilities and expanded

third-party integrations delivered through the Anywhere Workspace platform that provide organizations with the

tools needed to simplify IT work�ows, enhance security, and improve overall e�ciencies.

“Implementing automation capabilities across all aspects of IT work�ows is essential for creating a self-healing, self-

con�guring, and self-securing environment, which aligns with our autonomous workspace vision,” said Shankar

Iyer, senior vice president and general manager, End-User Computing, VMware. “Today’s announcements of next-

gen Mac management powered by a modern automation toolkit and new integrations with Intel will equip

organizations with uni�ed management and insights that advance IT modernization and security.”

“It’s imperative to maintain a comprehensive view across the modern workspace and our strategy involves

enhancing it through a platform-based approach and harnessing automation whenever possible. As a global team

working with more than 90 countries, a holistic view across our estate is crucial,” said Scott Gardiner, group end

user computing manager, Rentokil. “With Workspace ONE Intelligence as our central data service, we can see real-

time security posture data and experience data to help us troubleshoot and remediate issues e�ectively. The ability
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to drill down to speci�c security issues and device timeline data allows us to simplify our support and remediation

work�ows. Once we pinpoint exactly where we have issues, we can build automations with Freestyle Orchestrator

to proactively resolve, allowing us to scale our IT organization.”

Next-Gen Mac Management Simpli�es IT Work�ows and Saves Cost

macOS adoption is on the rise as organizations support device choice programs, but the use of siloed tools to

manage these endpoints can cause complexity for IT teams and inconsistent experiences for employees.

Organizations recognize that integrating all devices into a comprehensive UEM strategy is the best way to improve

security and reduce the cost and complexity of managing endpoint diversity.

VMware End User Computing addresses this need by introducing innovative new Mac management capabilities

supported by a modern automation toolkit in Freestyle Orchestrator, adding to the robust macOS management

features already o�ered in Workspace ONE UEM. Support for macOS endpoints in Freestyle Orchestrator delivers a

modern, low/no-code platform to create and automate complex IT work�ows, including app and patch

deployments, software and resource sequencing, and desired state management of the OS. This allows admins to

work more e�ciently by enabling powerful automation for essential daily tasks such as onboarding and con�guring

Macs.

To further establish a self-healing, self-con�guring, and self-securing autonomous workspace, VMware is

announcing Hub Health, new third-party security baselines, and a new updates management dashboard for

macOS. VMware will bring self-healing capabilities via Hub Health, a unique, always-on service running on the

endpoint. Hub Health is powered by Workspace ONE Intelligent Hub and Workspace ONE UEM to automatically

identify macOS device health trends and drive proactive UEM-led remediations for common issues. With new third-

party security baselines for macOS, IT administrators can easily manage recommended con�guration settings from

common security standards without manual scripting. Alongside VMware Freestyle Orchestrator, IT can apply

settings uniformly across all devices to ensure compliance and reduce errors. The new macOS updates

management dashboard provides greater insights to secure Mac devices by supporting patch scheduling, user and

device targeting, error handling, and escalations. These leading-edge Mac management capabilities are seamlessly

integrated, eliminating management silos, which saves costs, enhances IT �exibility, and boosts security and

compliance.

Chip Level Vulnerability Management Enables Pervasive Security

Enabling end-to-end security for today’s distributed workforce requires collaboration with a strong partner

ecosystem. VMware continues to innovate with our technology partners and today is unveiling expanded

integrations with Intel that enable more secure hybrid experiences.
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Expanded Workspace ONE Integration with Device Vulnerability Insights from Intel

At VMware Explore 2023 Las Vegas, VMware introduced vulnerability management dashboards in Workspace ONE

and emphasized the need for comprehensive vulnerability management, including assessment, prioritization,

remediation, and reporting. Today, VMware is announcing an expansion of its partnership with Intel to automate

the detection of vulnerabilities at the hardware, �rmware, and driver level – further advancing its commitment to

holistic vulnerability management.

The exclusive integration with Intel Device Health cloud service will feed telemetry data from all Intel Core

processors to Workspace ONE UEM to provide improved vulnerability insights below the operating system. IT and

security teams will be able to protect their organizations more proactively against �rmware and hardware level

threats with the connection of Intel’s vulnerability insights and Workspace ONE vulnerability reporting and

remediation capabilities. The integration will enhance endpoint security and increase speed and e�ciency of

vulnerability identi�cation and remediation.

“Intel and VMware have a longstanding collaboration and we are proud of today’s latest step to deliver enhanced IT

management and security bene�ts for our joint customers,” said Michelle Johnston Holthaus, EVP and GM, Intel

Client Computing Group. “The integration of Intel vPro management features and now also Intel Device Health

cloud service, with Workspace ONE, provide a unique endpoint solution that will help businesses meet the needs of

their hybrid workforce.”

For the latest news and more on how VMware is delivering a faster and smarter path to cloud for digital businesses,

visit the VMware Explore 2023 Barcelona Media Kit.

Additional Resources

Dive deeper into today’s Explore 2023 Barcelona announcements on the VMware End-User Computing blog

Learn more about VMware Anywhere Workspace

Follow VMware on X, LinkedIn and YouTube

About VMware Explore

VMware Explore aims to be the industry’s go-to-event for all things multi-cloud. VMware Explore 2023 will feature

more industry-led solution and technical sessions than ever before, a thriving marketplace of multi-cloud ISVs and

several networking events across the VMware community. With an unparalleled view into multi-cloud services, from

public to private to edge, for all applications, VMware Explore 2023 attendees can gain the knowledge and tools

they need to solve challenges by simplifying multi-cloud complexity without compromise. To learn more about
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VMware Explore, please visit: https://www.vmware.com/explore.html

About VMware

VMware is a leading provider of multi-cloud services for all apps, enabling digital innovation with enterprise control.

As a trusted foundation to accelerate innovation, VMware software gives businesses the �exibility and choice they

need to build the future. Headquartered in Palo Alto, California, VMware is committed to building a better future

through the company’s 2030 Agenda. For more information, please visit www.vmware.com/company.

VMware, Explore, VMware Anywhere Workspace, and Workspace ONE are registered trademarks or trademarks of

VMware, Inc. or its subsidiaries in the United States and other jurisdictions. VMware makes no guarantee that

services announced in preview or beta will become available at a future date. The information in this press release

is for informational purposes only and may not be incorporated into any contract. This article may contain

hyperlinks to non-VMware websites that are created and maintained by third parties who are solely responsible for

the content on such websites.
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